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Ms Morrison 148F is a real wide
based, deep bodied female. Sired
by Rage 9A who is producing
offspring with natural thickness,
muscle expression with superb
structure. The Rage daughters
are prolific producing females
that are easy doing, big bodied
with beautiful udders.
Ms Morrison 148F stems from a
strong producing cow family with
fertility and longevity. Her grand
dam is designated Elite with CAA
and records a lifetime index of
107 on 8 calves. A pedigree
stacked with performance sires
such as Rito 9969, SAV Prodigy
8101, SAV Net Worth 4200 and
Rachis 21R. Ms Morrison 148F
has all the qualities to be a
cornerstone female.
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Ranked Number 4 among all Angus sires for
progeny registered in the 2018 fiscal year of the
American Angus Association after ranking
Number 6 in 2017, even though demand has been
much larger than the amount of semen available
for several years, this high volume, easy fleshing
individual is one of the bulls that cattlemen
admire at ORIgen and one of the highest demand
sires in the decade. With more than 30 different
sons that topped bull sales across the nation in
the spring of 2018, few calving-ease bulls in
Angus history have ever offered the extreme body
mass and depth of body that is a trademark of
Payweight 1682 and his progeny, in combination
with elite growth values and a look that appeals
to both purebred and commercial cattlemen.
Payweight 1682 daughters in production
display his depth of body and ease of fleshing
with nice udder structure and a brood cow look
and his daughters have topped Angus sales across
the continent with his full sister Basin O Lass
1663 setting a Montana Angus record when half
interest of her sold for $210,000 at the NILE Sale
in Billings after her first natural son topped the
2014 Midland Test Sale at $105,000.
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Here is a stunning female that is
straight on her lines, level hipped
with an attractive look. Blackcap
0247X has raised off spring that share
her erect front end and superior
phenotype. This is one of our
absolute favorites cows that came
from Gilchrist farms in Ontario.

Cash took the 2012 spring bull sale season by
storm when he sold 1/3 interest for
$108,000.00, making Cash the highest selling
bull ever produced in the productive Barstow
Angus program. Produced by a beautiful first
calf heifer who weaned him at 113 ratio. Cash
went on to earn a yearling ratio of 112 and
scan with an adj. RE of 18.0 sq. in.!!

0247X pedigree is backed up by sires
like SAV Final Answer, and N Bar
Emulation EXT, she is a direct SAV
Pioneer daughter. Her embryo basket
feature embryos sired by some of the
most popular and heavily use bulls in
North America, with balanced EPDs
and mind blowing phenotypes.

Cash is an exciting new calving ease sire that
possesses a flawless genetic tabulation with a
64 lb. actual birth weight and strong growth,
carcass, and $B values. Cash is an sensiblysized bull that is massive in his design with
incredible body volume and shape, thickness,
and muscle mass throughout. TOP 1% of the
Breed for WW, YW and SC
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Here is a stunning female that is straight on
her lines, level hipped with an attractive
look. Blackcap 0247X has raised off spring
that share her erect front end and superior
phenotype. This is one of our absolute
favorites cows that came from Gilchrist
farms in Ontario.
0247X pedigree is backed up by sires like
SAV Final Answer, and N Bar Emulation
EXT, she is a direct SAV Pioneer daughter.
Her embryo basket feature embryos sired
by some of the most popular and heavily use
bulls in North America, with balanced EPDs
and mind blowing phenotypes.
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Firebrand was the top selling bull at the 2017
Brooking Angus Sale, SK where they
proclaimed he's a milestone breeding
achievement, blending abundance of
thickness, testicle development, muscle and
dimension with a unique, clean, erect front
third, based on a great set of feet and legs.
Fantastic females are included on both sides
of the pedigree to bolster Firebrand's appeal
as a tremendous breeding piece!
Firebrand is supported by cow family strength
on both sides of his pedigree. His sire’s dam
EA Rose 918 is what an Angus cow should look
like. Firebrand’s dam, Brooking Annie K 390,
is a moderate framed female that is very
angular fronted and has a beautiful udder.
Firebrand is a sire to tie on to.
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Here is a stunning female that is straight
on her lines, level hipped with an
attractive look. Blackcap 0247X has
raised off spring that share her erect front
end and superior phenotype. This is one
of our absolute favorites cows that came
from Gilchrist farms in Ontario.
0247X pedigree is backed up by sires like
SAV Final Answer, and N Bar Emulation
EXT, she is a direct SAV Pioneer
daughter. Her embryo basket feature
embryos sired by some of the most
popular and heavily use bulls in North
America, with balanced EPDs and mind
blowing phenotypes.
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The excitement continues to build around
Crackerjack as his first calves hit the
ground small, but with superior vigor and
growth. They're jet black, stylish and
massive just like their sire.
Musgrave's identified Crackerjack early as
the next step forward in their breeding
program for his powerful yet proud look,
structure and balanced genetic predictions.
His productive dam has power, substance
and complimentary femininity, with
incredible udder quality and excellent feet.
Crackerjack is pleasing many for his
exceptional feet, large scrotal development
and extra muscle expression. We believe
Crackerjack has as much scope and future
as any young sire in the A.I. industry.
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Here is a stunning female that is straight
on her lines, level hipped with an
attractive look. Blackcap 0247X has
raised off spring that share her erect front
end and superior phenotype. This is one
of our absolute favorites cows that came
from Gilchrist farms in Ontario.
0247X pedigree is backed up by sires like
SAV Final Answer, and N Bar Emulation
EXT, she is a direct SAV Pioneer
daughter. Her embryo basket feature
embryos sired by some of the most
popular and heavily use bulls in North
America, with balanced EPDs and mind
blowing phenotypes.
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Motive is impressive in his phenotype and
muscle expression and unmatched eye
appeal. He has been proven to be a low birth
weight, along with a solid EPD profile.
Motive was the top-selling lot in the 2010
Bases Loaded sale where half interest sold
for $ 55,000. Motive was the lead-off bull of
the 2010 NWSS Champion Pen of three bulls.
Motive offspring is in a high demand.
Reports of progeny sales for, $83,000,
$60,000, 44,000, $34,000, $25,000, $23,000,
$22,000, $19,000, $19,000, $16,000, $15,000
and many other five figures individuals
across Canada and the USA.
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Here is a stunning female that is straight on
her lines, level hipped with an attractive look.
Blackcap 0247X has raised off-spring that
share her erect front end and superior
phenotype. This is one of our absolute
favorites cows that came from Gilchrist farms
in Ontario.
0247X pedigree is backed up by sires like SAV
Final Answer, and N Bar Emulation EXT, she
is a direct SAV Pioneer daughter. Her embryo
basket feature embryos sired by some of the
most popular and heavily use bulls in North
America, with balanced EPDs and mind
blowing phenotypes.
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One Nation is the impressive President son
from the 2020 SAV sale where he was selected
for his completeness and built in cow power
with calving ease credentials. The Emblynette
cow family need little introduction and his dam
is beautiful Bismarck daughter with a perfect
udder and is both the lowest birth and third
highest milk cow in the entire SAV herd. With
President now a proven sire in demand, here is
a standout son that comes in a lower birth
package and stacks more of the breed's best
cow families into the pedigree. In the
Canadian database, One Nation is in the top 5%
for CED and top 10% for BW, he maintains a YW
EPD in the top 6%. Here is a multi-purpose sire
backed by the best females in the breed.
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Here is a stunning female that is straight on
her lines, level hipped with an attractive look.
Blackcap 0247X has raised off spring that
share her erect front end and superior
phenotype. This is one of our absolute
favorites cows that came from Gilchrist farms
in Ontario.
0247X pedigree is backed up by sires like SAV
Final Answer, and N Bar Emulation EXT, she
is a direct SAV Pioneer daughter. Her embryo
basket feature embryos sired by some of the
most popular and heavily use bulls in North
America, with balanced EPDs and mind
blowing phenotypes.
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Colburn Primo 5153: Primo is the
awesome new sire raised by Colburn
Cattle Co, CA. He's a product of one of
Style's most decorated daughters and
the amazing Dameron First Class!
His maternal granddam is Silveiras
famous donor, Saras Dream! Primo's
full sister's are some of the most
dominating show heifers on the circuit!
Trust these genetics to take you to the
next level at the show ring with
balanced EPDs.
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Here is a stunning female that is
straight on her lines, level hipped with
an attractive look. Blackcap 0247X has
raised off spring that share her erect
front end and superior phenotype. This
is one of our absolute favorites cows
that came from Gilchrist farms in
Ontario.

Top 1% of the breed for: Weaning Weight,
Yearling Weight, Total Maternal, REA and
Carcass Weight Top 2% for Scrotal
circumference Resource is one of the most
iconic bulls in the breed; Resource is the most
popular sire in the Genex lineup due to his
ability to sire growth, carcass merit and
maternal ability in a desirable package.

0247X pedigree is backed up by sires
like SAV Final Answer, and N Bar
Emulation EXT, she is a direct SAV
Pioneer daughter. Her embryo basket
feature embryos sired by some of the
most popular and heavily use bulls in
North America, with balanced EPDs
and mind blowing phenotypes.

Resource brings to the table the basics of
efficiency and natural fleshing ability, with
thickness, muscle, masculinity, superb
structure, feet quality and authentic breed
character. Resource sons have unprecedented
performance and industry appeal, while his
daughters are making superb brood cows with
high quality udders and abundant milk.
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Straight out of the 2020 Coleman
female sale, the beautifully designed
Tar Donna 614 is a complete female
that keeps producing what we love,
offspring with some of the most
alluring phenotypes of the breed with a
balanced EPD’s and low birthweights.
Donna 614 along with her feminine eye
appeal, is stout and loaded with rib, an
excellent udder and great feet. She is
backed up with a SOLID PEDEGREE
sired by the Pathfinder bull SAV
Resource. Her Dam stems back to
Coleman Regis 904 and OCC Juneau
807J. Her 2020 heifer calf sired by the
$450,000 for ½ interest Coleman Bravo
6313 is an excellent example of proven
maternal genetics.

Produced by the $125,000 pick of the
Connealy Angus females. With an
uncanny ability to consistently
transmit incredible base width, muscle
and tons of look, Atlantis combines
two of the most prepotent dams in the
breed for maternal productivity and
predictability. Used extensively on
heifers, Atlantis is proven heifer-safe,
while maintaining exceptional preweaning performance.
Atlantis combines a top 1% $Maternal
value index with a top 1% Docility
score EPD, ranking top 5% for Rib Eye
area measure EPD, $Weaned calf value
index and percent Heifer Pregnancy
EPD along with an elite EPD value for
Claw set EPD.
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Straight out of the 2020 Coleman
female sale, the beautifully designed
Tar Donna 614 is a complete female
that keeps producing what we love,
offspring with some of the most
alluring phenotypes of the breed with a
balanced EPD’s and low birthweights.
Donna 614 along with her feminine eye
appeal, is stout and loaded with rib, an
excellent udder and great feet. She is
backed up with a SOLID PEDEGREE sire
by the Pathfinder bull SAV Resource.
Her Dam stems back to Coleman Regis
904 and OCC Juneau 807J. Her 2020
heifer calf sired by the $450,000 for ½
interest Colman Bravo 6313 is an
excellent example of proven maternal
genetics.

KG Justified has gained the admiration of
cattlemen worldwide as a sire of body
mass, muscle, foot and udder quality and
phenotypic power. As impressive as his
sons are Justified’s greatest attribute is
likely his broody, easy-keeping, highly
productive daughters. He is definitely an
udder improver. The daughters have
tight, balanced udders with excellent teat
size and plenty of milk.
Justified 3023 offers a unique
combination of calving ease, sustainable
growth and carcass quality combined
with docility and heifer pregnancy
making him a true genetic breed leader.
He offers breed-leading Claw, Angle, $M
and $W with outcross opportunities. His
ability to transmit a superior phenotype
with strong genetic data offers high profit
potential for all.
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Straight out of the 2020 Coleman
female sale, the beautifully designed
Tar Donna 614 is a complete female
that keeps producing what we love,
offspring with some of the most
alluring phenotypes of the breed with a
balanced EPD’s and low birthweights.

Donna 614 along with her feminine eye
appeal, is stout and loaded with rib, an
excellent udder and great feet. She is
backed up with a SOLID PEDEGREE
sired by the Pathfinder bull SAV
Resource. Her Dam stems back to
Coleman Regis 904 and OCC Juneau
807J. Her 2020 heifer calf sired by the
$450,000 for ½ interest Colman Bravo
6313 is an excellent example of proven
maternal genetics.

One Nation is the impressive President
son from the 2020 SAV sale where he
was selected for his completeness and
built in cow power with calving ease
credentials. The Emblynette cow family
need little introduction and his dam is
beautiful Bismarck daughter with a
perfect udder and is both the lowest
birth and third highest milk cow in the
entire SAV herd. With President now a
proven sire in demand, here is a
standout son that comes in a lower birth
package and stacks more of the breed's
best cow families into the pedigree. In
the Canadian database, One Nation is in
the top 5% for CED and top 10% for
BW, he maintains a YW EPD in the top
6%. Here is a multi-purpose sire backed
by the best females in the breed.
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Straight out of the 2020 Coleman
female sale, the beautifully designed
Tar Donna 614 is a complete female
that keeps producing what we love,
offspring with some of the most
alluring phenotypes of the breed with a
balanced EPD’s and low birthweights.
Along with her feminine eye appeal,
she is stout and loaded with rib, an
excellent udder and great feet. She is
backed up with a SOLID PEDEGREE
sired by the Pathfinder bull SAV
Resource. Her Dam stems back to
Coleman Regis 904 and OCC Juneau
807J. Her 2020 heifer calf sired by the
$450,000 for ½ interest Coleman Bravo
6313 is an excellent example of proven
maternal genetics.

Sitz Stellar 726D, is one of the most
prolific sires in the history
of Sitz Angus.
He was the 2017 Sitz Angus Sale
Topper. With big time calving ease
and performance, combining a 62
pound birth weight with a 900+
pound weaning weight.
Stellar has an outstanding maternal
pedigree and design with a breed
leading $Weaning Index. He is a
super thick topped and deep sided
bull that only improved his power
house phenotype while breeding
cows as a yearling.
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A high numbered daughter of Basin
Excitement and featured Blue Ribbon family
from the Whitestone program. This female
excels from an EPD standpoint coupled with
outstanding performance and phenotype.
She is a three generation AI female with big
numbers.
She had an individual weaning ratio of 114,
a yearling ratio of 113 and an EPD value of
+164.74 for dollar beef. She stems from a
dam that records WR 2@111, YR 2@115,
%IMF2@ 113, UREA 2@105 with one
daughter in production with an average
nursing ratio of 103. Her 2018 bull calf has
been retained in the Whitestone program.

Firebrand was the top selling bull at the 2017
Brooking Angus Sale, SK where they proclaimed
he's a milestone breeding achievement, blending
abundance of thickness, testicle development,
muscle and dimension with a unique, clean,
erect front third, based on a great set of feet and
legs. Fantastic females are included on both
sides of the pedigree to bolster Firebrand's
appeal as a tremendous breeding piece!
Firebrand is supported by cow family
strength on both sides of his pedigree. His sire’s
dam EA Rose 918 is what an Angus cow should
look like. Firebrand’s dam, Brooking Annie K
390, is a moderate framed female that is very
angular fronted and has a beautiful udder.
Firebrand is a sire to tie on to.
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Coleman Donna 6243D is a direct daughter
of one of the most productive donor cows
at Bova-Tech (BTL). Her dam Coleman
Donna 2302Z has sold embryos across
Canada and other countries producing
outstanding offspring with the different
sires used.
6243D is a carbon copy of her dam and
direct daughter of SAV Resource 1441. She
carries an amazing deep body with a great
rib and overall thicknesses. A cow of a
gentle disposition, amazing feet and
udder structure with balanced EPDs. 6243D
is an easy fleshing cow that maintains high
body condition scores through out the year,
even milking and raising a calf in pasture
conditions.

Firebrand was the top selling bull at the 2017
Brooking Angus Sale, SK where they
proclaimed he's a milestone breeding
achievement, blending abundance of
thickness, testicle development, muscle and
dimension with a unique, clean, erect front
third, based on a great set of feet and legs.
Fantastic females are included on both sides
of the pedigree to bolster Firebrand's appeal
as a tremendous breeding piece!
Firebrand is supported by cow family strength
on both sides of his pedigree. His sire’s dam
EA Rose 918 is what an Angus cow should
look like. Firebrand’s dam, Brooking Annie K
390, is a moderate framed female that is very
angular fronted and has a beautiful udder.
Firebrand is a sire to tie on to.
.
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Coleman Donna 6243D is a direct
daughter of one of the most productive
donor cows at Bova-Tech (BTL). Her
dam Coleman Donna 2302Z has sold
embryos across Canada and other
countries producing outstanding
offspring with the different sires used.
6243D is a carbon copy of her dam and
direct daughter of SAV Resource 1441. She
carries an amazing deep body with a
great rib and overall thicknesses. A cow
of a gentle disposition, amazing feet and
udder structure with balanced EPDs.
6243D is an easy fleshing cow that
maintains high body condition scores
through out the year, even milking and
raising a calf in pasture conditions.
Growth Fund defies the odds in terms of genetic
merit. His impeccable EPD profile provides
modest Calving Ease with off the chart growth
and end product values. He ranks among the
Angus breed’s most elite 1 percent for WW, YW,
CW, $W, $F and $B. His powerful dam is backed
by the Select Sires cornerstone sires of WEIGH
UP and 5050 and his third dam is the legendary
614 female. Angus royalty that have proven to
add performance and value year after year.
It’s rare to find a bull that captures one’s eye on
paper and in the pasture. GROWTH FUND is a
structurally sound, moderate-framed bull with a
powerful hip and rear leg. He exhibits extra
neck extension, a smooth shoulder and is wide
topped and wide-based with muscle expression
and depth of body.
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Coleman Donna 6243D is a direct daughter
of one of the most productive donor cows
at Bova-Tech (BTL). Her dam Coleman
Donna 2302Z has sold embryos across
Canada and other countries producing
outstanding offspring with the different
sires used.
6243D is a carbon copy of her dam and
direct daughter of SAV Resource 1441. She
carries an amazing deep body with a great
rib and overall thicknesses. A cow of a
gentle disposition, amazing feet and
udder structure with balanced EPDs. 6243D
is an easy fleshing cow that maintains high
body condition scores through out the year,
even milking and raising a calf in pasture
conditions.
KG Justified has gained the admiration of
cattlemen worldwide as a sire of body mass,
muscle, foot and udder quality and phenotypic
power. As impressive as his sons are Justified’s
greatest attribute is likely his broody, easykeeping, highly productive daughters. He is
definitely an udder improver. The daughters have
tight, balanced udders with excellent teat size and
plenty of milk.
Justified 3023 offers a unique combination of
calving ease, sustainable growth and carcass
quality combined with docility and heifer
pregnancy making him a true genetic breed leader.
He offers breed-leading Claw, Angle, $M and $W
with outcross opportunities. His ability to transmit
a superior phenotype with strong genetic data
offers high profit potential for all cattlemen.
.
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Wiwa Creek Tilda 530’15 is a low maintenance
female that displays tonnes of body capacity in
a very complete and attractive package.
Tilda 530’15 is full of maternal greatness
throughout her pedigree and is a no miss
production female. Her sire, Lead Change was a
past Agribition Division Champion and has left
his mark siring highly sought after sons and
daughters.
Look to Tilda 530’15 to be a hard-working
female, high production brood cow that will
give fast ROI.
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Cash took the 2012 spring bull sale season by storm
when he sold 1/3 interest for $108,000.00, making
him the highest selling bull ever produced in the
productive Barstow Angus program. Produced by a
beautiful first calf heifer who weaned him at 113
ratio. Cash went on to earn a yearling ratio of 112
and scan with an adj. RE of 18.0 sq. in.
Cash is an exciting new calving ease sire that
possesses a flawless genetic tabulation with a 64
lb. actual birth weight and strong growth, carcass,
and $B values. Cash is an sensibly-sized bull that is
massive in his design with incredible body volume
and shape, thickness, and muscle mass throughout.
TOP 1% of the Breed for WW, YW and SC.
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Wiwa Creek Tilda 530’15 is a low
maintenance female that displays tonnes of
body capacity in a very complete and
attractive package.
Tilda 530’15 is full of maternal greatness
throughout her pedigree and is a no miss
production female. Her sire, Lead Change
was a past Agribition Division Champion
and has left his mark siring highly sought
after sons and daughters.
Look to Tilda 530’15 to be a hard-working
female, high production brood cow that
will give fast ROI.
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Ranked Number 4 among all Angus sires for progeny
registered in the 2018 fiscal year of the American Angus
Association after ranking Number 6 in 2017, even though
demand has been much larger than the amount of semen
available for several years, this high volume, easy fleshing
individual is one of the bulls that cattlemen admire at ORIgen
and one of the highest demand sires in the decade. With more
than 30 different sons that topped bull sales across the nation
in the spring of 2018, few calving-ease bulls in Angus history
have ever offered the extreme body mass and depth of body
that is a trademark of Payweight 1682 and his progeny, in
combination with elite growth values and a look that appeals
to both purebred and commercial cattlemen.
Payweight 1682 daughters in production display his depth of
body and ease of fleshing with nice udder structure and a
brood cow look. His daughters have topped Angus sales
across the continent with his full sister Basin O Lass 1663
setting a Montana Angus record when half interest of her sold
for $210,000 at the NILE Sale in Billings after her first natural
son topped the 2014 Midland Test Sale at $105,000.
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Wiwa Creek Tilda 530’15 is a low maintenance
female that displays tonnes of body capacity in a
very complete and attractive package.
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Colburn Primo 5153 is the awesome new
sire raised by Colburn Cattle Co, CA. He's a
product of one of Style's most decorated
daughters and the amazing Dameron First
Class!

Tilda 530’15 is full of maternal greatness
throughout her pedigree and is a no miss
production female. Her sire, Lead Change was a
past Agribition Division Champion and has left his
mark siring highly sought after sons and
daughters.

His maternal granddam is Silveiras famous
donor, Saras Dream! Primo's full sister's are
some of the most dominating show heifers
on the circuit!

Look to Tilda 530’15 to be a hard-working female,
high production brood cow that will give fast ROI.

Trust these genetics to take you to the next
level at the show ring with balanced EPDs.
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Maya Blackcap 247D is a deep bodied,
wide ribbed female, with a nice solid frame.
Beautifully balanced with loads of
thickness and muscle shape.
Blackcap 247D stands on an ideal set of
feet and legs and has the depth and
capacity to produce.
She is consistent on her production
bringing to any program easy fleshing,
milk and excellent udder and overall
correct conformation.
Blackcap 247D puts everything together in
such a complete package.

Donor Care
Embryo Collection,
Facility
Freezing & Transplants

Deep in his rib cage and thick across his rump, this
eye appealing son of a past Connealy, top-selling
yearling had a birth weight of 70 pounds and an
adjusted 205 day weight of 986 pounds for a weaning
ratio of 125 as highest weaning weight bull in his ET
contemporary group and he scanned an adjusted
URE measure of 17.1 square inches.
With an exceptional genomic profile that adds
accuracy and predictability to his exceptional
genomic-enhanced EPD profile, his dam who has an
average progeny %IMF ratio of 9 at 102 and an
average progeny URE ratio of 9 at 105, was produced
by a full sister to the $110,000 S A V Resource 1441
and his third dam is the all-time highest income
producing donor in the S A V program and among
the top of the entire Angus breed.
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Maya Blackcap 247D is a deep
bodied, wide ribbed female, with a
nice solid frame. Beautifully
balanced with loads of thickness and
muscle shape. She stands on an ideal
set of feet and legs and has the depth
and capacity to produce.
Consistent on her production,
bringing to any program
easy fleshing, milk and excellent
udder and overall correct
conformation. Blackcap 247D puts
everything together in such a
complete package.

Export
Certified

In-Clinic & On
Farm Services
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Programs

S A V Final Answer 0035
produces moderate, efficient
replacement females. Over 100 Split
Diamond calves have been sired by
Final Answer.

Produced some top selling sons in Split
Diamond bull sales: SD Final Answer
3073 sold for $10,500 in 2014. SD Final
Answer 3004 sold for $10,250 in 2014.
SD Final Answer 3072 sold for $8,500
in 2014.
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Maya Blackcap 247D is a deep bodied,
wide ribbed female, with a nice solid
frame. Beautifully balanced with loads
of thickness and muscle shape.
Blackcap 247D stands on an ideal set of
feet and legs and has the depth and
capacity to produce.
She is consistent on her production
bringing to any program easy fleshing,
milk and excellent udder and overall
correct conformation.
Blackcap 247D puts everything together
in such a complete package.
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Firebrand was the top selling bull at the 2017
Brooking Angus Sale, SK where they proclaimed
he's a milestone breeding achievement, blending
abundance of thickness, testicle development,
muscle and dimension with a unique, clean, erect
front third, based on a great set of feet and legs.
Fantastic females are included on both sides of
the pedigree to bolster Firebrand's appeal as a
tremendous breeding piece!
Firebrand is supported by cow family strength
on both sides of his pedigree. His sire’s dam EA
Rose 918 is what an Angus cow should look like.
Firebrand’s dam, Brooking Annie K 390, is a
moderate framed female that is very angular
fronted and has a beautiful udder. Firebrand is a
sire to tie on to.
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Maya Blackcap 247D is a deep
bodied, wide ribbed female, with
a nice solid frame. Beautifully
balanced with loads of thickness
and muscle shape.
Blackcap 247D stands on an ideal
set of feet and legs and has the
depth and capacity to produce.
She is consistent on
her production bringing to any
program easy fleshing, milk and
excellent udder and overall
correct conformation.
Blackcap 247D puts everything
together in such a complete
package.
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Ranked Number 4 among all Angus sires for progeny registered in the 2018
fiscal year of the American Angus Association after ranking Number 6 in 2017,
even though demand has been much larger than the amount of semen
available for several years, this high volume, easy fleshing individual is one of
the bulls that cattlemen admire at ORIgen and one of the highest demand sires
in the decade. With more than 30 different sons that topped bull sales across
the nation in the spring of 2018, few calving-ease bulls in Angus history have
ever offered the extreme body mass and depth of body that is a trademark of
Payweight 1682 and his progeny, in combination with elite growth values and a
look that appeals to both purebred and commercial cattlemen.
Payweight 1682 daughters in production display his depth of body and ease
of fleshing with nice udder structure and a brood cow look and his daughters
have topped Angus sales across the continent with his full sister Basin O Lass
1663 setting a Montana Angus record when half interest of her sold for $210,000
at the NILE Sale in Billings after her first natural son topped the 2014 Midland Test
Sale at $105,000.
EPDs Fall 2018:
Top 1% for $Weaned calf value index Better than breed average for Scrotal
Circumference EPD, Docility score EPD, Calving Ease Maternal EPD, maternal
Milk EPD, reducing Mature Weight EPD, Calving Ease Direct EPD and Birth Weight
EPD Phenotype data includes weaning records from 831 daughters in 220 herds,
44 progeny harvested in 23 groups and 4,380 progeny scanned in 1,507 groups
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Maya Blackcap 247D is a deep bodied,
wide ribbed female, with a nice solid
frame. Beautifully balanced with
loads of thickness and muscle shape.
Blackcap 247D stands on an ideal set
of feet and legs and has the depth and
capacity to produce.
She is consistent on her production
bringing to any program easy fleshing,
milk and excellent udder and overall
correct conformation. Blackcap 247D
puts everything together in such a
complete package.

Donor Care
Embryo Collection,
Facility
Freezing & Transplants

SAV President 6847 was the world
record and top-selling bull of the 2017
SAV sale at $750,000 with a total
valuation of $938,500.
Incredible in his structure and
powerful in his design, we believe
President is the best Charlo son out of
the No. 1 income producing cow in SAV
history, SAV Blackcap May 4136.
To date, she has produced over $10
million dollars in progeny sales. Thick
and efficient, he is the future of
performance Angus genetics.
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Maya Blackcap 247D is a deep bodied, wide
ribbed female, with a nice solid frame.
Beautifully balanced with loads of thickness
and muscle shape. She stands on an ideal set
of feet and legs and has the depth and
capacity to produce.
Consistent on her production, bringing to
any program easy fleshing, milk and
excellent udder and overall correct
conformation.
Blackcap 247D puts everything together in
such a complete package.
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Farm Services
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Reckoning was the reigning Intermediate Angus
Champion at both the 2021 OKC Cattlemen's
Congress & 2020 NAILE! His dam was an
extremely successful multiple time champion at
all levels and is now producing breed changers.
Reckoning is extremely up-headed & clean
fronted with cool neck extension! He possesses
ultra flexible joints with desirable body depth,
dimension and muscle shape. Hair quality is a
BONUS too. His sire, Believe, is one of Canada's
highly valuable sires of recent times.
Reckoning is not only a bull to improve show
quality, but is a great choice to improve herds of
all types with his tremendous breed character,
testicle shape, joint & foot quality, and overall
excellent phenotype!
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Maya Blackcap 247D is a deep bodied,
wide ribbed female, with a nice solid
frame. Beautifully balanced with loads
of thickness and muscle shape.
Blackcap 247D stands on an ideal set
of feet and legs and has the depth and
capacity to produce. She is consistent
on her production bringing to any
program easy fleshing, milk and
excellent udder and overall correct
conformation.
Blackcap 247D puts everything
together in such a complete package.

Donor Care
Embryo Collection,
Facility
Freezing & Transplants

OCC Tremendous was the $28,000 1/2
interest, high selling bull and overwhelming
favorite of the 2008 OCC Bull Sale. He is a
true heifer bull, combining outstanding
calving ease with consistent low birth weight.
Tremendous is siring the easy fleshing, deep
bodied, moderate framed, low input, forage
efficient kind. His sons look the part and his
daughters are phenomenal.

Tremendous is a full brother in blood to OCC
Kanga, the powerhouse sire of OCC
Prototype. His Anchor dam, 960H, is one of
the top cows at OCC and his granddam is the
productive full sister to OCC Great Plains.
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Riverside Rosewall 20Z is a very
productive moderate framed wellbalanced cow with a beautiful udder. She
is a hard-working individual that no
matter the mating, the progeny is a top
heifer in the replacement pen or future
herd bull.

Maternal Brothers
NETWORTH 20Y & PREDOMINANT 21X

The $250,000 top seller from the 2020
SAV sale and one of the most exciting
upcoming bulls in the breed. S A V
Bloodline 9578 combines the most
dominant and valuable maternal lines at
SAV with Blackcap May 4136 and
Emblynette 2369.
Bloodline has awestruck all who have
seen him with his massive dimension,
soundness, and herd-bull charisma.
Donor Care
Embryo Collection,
Facility
Freezing & Transplants
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Riverside Rosewall 20Z is a very productive
moderate framed well- balanced cow with a
beautiful udder. She is a hard-working individual
that no matter the mating the progeny is a top
heifer in the replacement pen or future herd bull.

Maternal Brothers
NETWORTH 20Y & PREDOMINANT 21X

The product of disciplined, laser focused breeding,
Fair-N-Square is built by maternal excellence,
longevity and genuine Angus quality. His Thunder
dam is backed by power and productivity from a
Myers foundation female who bred first-service A.I.
11 consecutive years.
Fair-N-Square is unique for his balanced length and
depth of body, with impressive volume, performance
and quality you'd expect from the Myers program.
Displaying both Foot EPDs in the Top 1%, and a host
of other traits hitting breed optimums, Fair-NSquare will mitigate foot issues and propel your
program forward for $Combined traits.
Donor Care Embryo Collection,
IVF - In Vitro Export
Facility Freezing & Transplants Fertilization Certified

In-Clinic & On Recipient
Farm Services Programs
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Riverside Rosewall 20Z is a very productive
moderate framed well- balanced cow with
a beautiful udder. She is a hard-working
individual that no matter the mating the
progeny is a top heifer in the replacement
pen or future herd bull.

Maternal Brothers
NETWORTH 20Y & PREDOMINANT 21X

Coleman Resolve 7219 is huge footed and very
extended through his front one third. Resolve is a
very impressive bull, pretty hard to fault.
He is loaded with pure power, great structured,
plenty of rib, body, and bone. With none other than
Coleman Donna 714 as his dam, and SAV Renown
3439 as his sire this makes him as solid as they
come.
Coleman Resolve is the full brother to ZWT Summit
and has more mass and rib than his brother. He is
loaded with pure power, great structured, plenty of
rib, body, and bone. With none other than 714 as his
dam, this makes him as solid as they come.
Donor Care
Embryo Collection,
Facility
Freezing & Transplants
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Queen 314N is a maternal sister to Select
Sires’ calving easy and top carcass bull
EXT Traveler 205.
Her first daughter was Res. Grand
Champion at the Canadian Junior
National. She is both a genetic gem,
and a powerful front pasture cow
that originates from the prestigious
Riverbend Ranch.
Queen 314 is phenomenal in her
phenotype, and flaw less in her
production.

Donor Care
Embryo Collection,
Facility
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Vin-Mar O’Reilly is an extremely unique
combination of flawless phenotype and
structure. This bull is as big boned, thick
made, and sound.
O’Reilly Factor was the most phenotypically
imposing Angus bull shown at the 2011
NWSS that combined calving ease EPDs
with and extraordinary growth. Many
cattlemen admired the extra bone, body,
style, and muscle shape that he
possesses. He’s an easy fleshing bull like
his sire Final Answer, as balanced as the
come and easy to look at.
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Presenting the dam of Triara “Above
Par 666T”. Pleasant Pill 516 found her
way to be one of the top cows that
have built the Triara breeding
program.

HF Tiger 5T – Tiger is probably the winningest
Bull in Canadian Angus history. Along with all
his accomplishments he was overall Champion
at the World Angus Forum.

Not surprising she comes from a
famous cow family that produced the
breed legend B/R New Frontier 095.

A true testament of Tiger’s prolific ability to
breed is reflected in the fact that progeny in
numerous herds have gone on to top shows and
sales throughout the country. He had a son sell
for $92,000.

She is a very impressive cow with a
nice udder and great overall
conformation. A top quality genetics
that will leave its mark in any herd.

This bull represents all the qualities people look
for in Angus cattle. He has been admired by
many astute cattlemen for his correct structure,
appealing muscle shape, and proud character.
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